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 Media Monitoring: Extract of Press News on Higher Education in Africa 

1. OECD Development Matters 
COVID-19 impact on higher education in Africa (Global) 

Beyond the death toll and illness of millions of people due to COVID-19, businesses, healthcare, culture 
and education have had to cope with severe disturbances. But in our opinion, one could argue that higher-
education students are amongst the most affected populations, particularly those in Africa. Although 
Africa is the continent with the least reported cases, the closure of higher education institutions was more 
widespread, and mitigation measures less effective than in other regions, according to a survey we 
conducted with more than 165 students across 21 African countries. No quick-fix solution exists, but the 
current crisis has highlighted the weaknesses in higher education in Africa, indicating where governments, 
international institutions, NGOs, and the private sector should focus their efforts. According to 
the Association of African Universities (IAU) Global Impact Survey on COVID-19, university closures in 
Africa in response to the pandemic were very effective: 77% of African universities compared to around 
55% in Europe, Asia, and the Americas. However, while the percentage of higher education institutions 
where teaching was entirely cancelled remains low in all other regions (~3%), in Africa it is currently 
reported to be at 24%. Furthermore, over 40% of institutions in Africa were still developing alternative 
solutions at the time of the study, while other regions had already implemented them. Based on our own 
study, 88% of the surveyed students said that their school had discontinued in-person classes because of 
COVID-19. Most prominently, only 29% of African higher education institutions were able to quickly move 
teaching and learning online, compared to 85% in Europe. Many African higher education institutions 
were not prepared to move teaching online and closing their campuses meant they had to suspend 
teaching. Fortunately, most institutions have started developing digital or self-study solutions. However, 
teaching still remains completely cancelled for one quarter of African higher education institutions. In 
Europe, overall acceptance of digitally enhanced learning and teaching in higher education has grown in 
recent years. Before the crisis, over 80% of institutions indicated that they had set up online repositories 
for educational materials and a unit to support teachers with digitally enhanced learning and teaching. 
These capacities may not have been sufficient for the suddenly increased demand, but have significantly 
helped institutions to ramp up distance learning. 
Read more here 

2. The new Times 
Budget: Education sector allocated Rwf420bn, focus on learning quality (Rwanda) 

The education sector has been allocated over Rwf421.7 billion in the proposed budget for 2021/2022 up 
from Rwf414.4 billion in the current budget, a resource envelope that the Ministry of Education says will 
focus on improving the quality teaching and learning. This is the biggest sector allocation in the new 
budget whose framework was tabled before parliament earlier this month. Addressing the parliamentary 
Committee on National Budget and Patrimony, the Minister of Education, Valentine Uwamariya, said that 
the priorities of the 2021/2022 budget are in line with the National Strategy for Transformation (NST1), 
and the education sector’s strategic targets. Talking about key priorities in the next fiscal year and the 
medium-term expenditure framework (MTEF), Uwamariya said that they include ensuring increasing 
access to pre-primary education so as to increase net enrollment rate in this education level from 17.5 
percent in 2016 [and 24.6 percent in 2019] to 45 percent by 2024. Others are upgrading and increasing 
school infrastructure and ensuring access to adequate equipment, the number of qualified teachers and 

https://oecd-development-matters.org/2021/05/19/covid-19-impact-on-higher-education-in-africa/
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 improving their welfare, and the use of ICT in teaching and learning. “For us to achieve quality education, 
we need to have qualified teachers and with better welfare,” she said. Also, the education budget will 
prioritise ensuring that people with disabilities start school and progress through all levels, and promoting 
Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET). Moreover, it is expected to help promote Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) at all levels, and scale up efforts to reduce school 
dropout in primary and secondary schools. The Rwf421.7 billion that the education sector received is the 
biggest share – 11 percent – of Rwanda’s national budget for the next year, estimated at Rwf3,807 
billion.   However, the Minister of Education said that the sector faces a gap of Rwf165 billion, given the 
allocated funds and the needed financing. For instance, the purchase and distribution of primary and 
secondary textbooks was allocated Rwf2.7 billion. However, this activity faces a gap of over Rwf5 billion 
compared to the funding that was requested. Training consumables for TVET schools were allocated 
Rwf2.5 billion, while training consumables for Integrated Polytechnic Regional Centres (IPRCs) was 
allocated Rwf1.3 billion, but faces a gap of more than Rwf6.2 billion. 
Read more here 

3. The Guardian  
Lagos to upgrade polytechnics, colleges of education to universities (Nigeria) 

Lagos State Government Friday said the two state colleges of education, Adeniran Ogunsanya College of 

Education, Ijanikin and Sir Micheal Otedola College of Primary Education, Epe, will be upgraded to 

universities of education just as the Lagos State Polytechnic would be upgraded to a university of science 

and technology. The Special Adviser to Lagos State Governor on Education, Mr Tokunbo Wahab, revealed 

this at the yearly ministerial briefing to commemorate the second anniversary of Governor Babajide 

Sanwo-Olu. According to him, the process for the upgrade had been approved by the state governor and 

the state executive council and a formal announcement would be made soon by the governor. He said 

the decision was based on the discrimination between the certificates issued by colleges of education and 

polytechnic which also affected the enrollment level. Wahab further said that about N436m has been paid 

as scholarship and bursary to indigent and outstanding students and pupils. “Lagos State Scholarship 

Board paid about N219m as bursary award to 6411 students of Lagos State origin in various higher 

institutions of learning to support their education while about N218m was paid as a scholarship award to 

981 beneficiaries.” The special adviser said through the Digital Skills Initiative of the state government 

about 120,000 students and pupils in public primary and secondary across the 720 schools and across the 

six educational districts. He said they were trained in the area of basic computer skills, coding skills, 

scratch, cloud services and world wide web internet technology, interactive and visualizer code. Wahab 

added that 28,000 final year and penultimate classes students were trained across all the state-owned 

tertiary institutions and they were trained in four major areas to increase their employability skills of 

entrepreneurship, work readiness tools, soft skills and market aligned courses.  

Read more here 

4. Kenya News 

Turkana University Embarks on Community Support Venture (Kenya) 

Turkana university college has teamed up with the county livestock department to deworm and trim 

sheep and goats’ hooves as part of the varsity’s initiative to support livestock farmers in the region. The 

varsity acting principal Prof George Chemining’wa also led the university staff in planting 220 tree 

https://www.newtimes.co.rw/news/budget-education-sector-allocated-rwf420bn-focus-learning-quality
https://guardian.ng/news/lagos-to-upgrade-polytechnics-colleges-of-education-to-universities/
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 seedlings donated by Kenya Forest Research Institute, Lodwar office. Prof Chemining’wa said apart from 

running the academic programmes the university also impacts the society around the campus hence the 

decision to partner with the county livestock department to improve livestock productivity. ‘As a 

university we shall continue to support the community to improve the livestock productivity because most 

residents are pastoralists and depend on livestock keeping for their livelihoods,’ said Prof Chemining’wa. 

He added that the university will be holding the activity every year and scale it up to benefit not only 

Turkana central sub county residents but other sub counties as well. He added that the university will 

plant more trees with the help of KEFRI and also train famers how to plant their trees in their compounds 

for environmental conservation. The varsity’s dean school of science and Technology Dr Peter Edome said 

livestock management is a core activity of the university because of the pastoral economy which 

generates revenue for the county residents. ‘We were targeting 300 livestock in today’s exercise but next 

financial year we shall be targeting 1,000 livestock,’ said Dr Edome. He said the university and 

professionals from the livestock department will continue to work together to disseminate knowledge to 

the community on how to manage livestock diseases for more livestock productivity. KEFRI assistant 

scientist Basil Kaudo said the institute in line with its mission of conducting research had partnered with 

the TUC to plant 220 tree seedlings of various tree species.  

Read more here 

5. Mail and Guardian 

Kaluke Mawila: The university campus principal who leads from the heart (South Africa) 

Leading from the heart and being mindful of other people’s struggles is what has characterized Kaluke 

Mawila’s leadership as the principal of the George campus at Nelson Mandela University (NMU).  Mawila 

arrived at the university just days after the level five Covid lockdown started in March last year. She was 

in a new town and did not know anyone but she says it is the support from people on campus and how 

they opened their hearts to receive her that has been at the centre of how she manages the campus.  “I 

mean, they went all out without knowing me. They checked in: ‘Campus principal are you fine? Do you 

have this, do you have that? What can we do?’ that to me shows that there is a lot of heart. “If I closed 

my mind to that and pretended that I did not see that, I did not experience that warmth then I would have 

missed out on an opportunity to travel the journey with everyone else on the George campus.  “I think 

that it is the important part — travel the journey with the people — come with an open mind and connect 

with their hearts because that is what is going to make the difference,” says Mawila.  The George campus, 

one of the NMU’s seven campuses, is at the foot of the Outeniqua Mountains on the Garden Route. It is 

here that Mawila — born to parents who were teachers in Tzaneen in Limpopo — is working to make a 

mark and expose the country and the world to what she calls a “hidden gem”.  Mawila says that when she 

was growing up, she did not envisage a career in academia but knew that she wanted to be of service to 

people. “I always wanted to see my own humanity expressed through others and landing a hand to other 

people always gives me the greatest reason for living,” she says. Mawila says her teachers at Isaac Kheto 

Nxumalo Agricultural High School in Giyani encouraged her to pursue a career in academia because they 

had seen her interest in reading.  “My parents always encouraged us to read quite a lot and extensively 

and they had books all over, everywhere in the house. I remember the little bookshelf full of books in the 

bedroom where I slept, so when I could not sleep, that is what I did, I read books.” 

Read more here 

https://www.kenyanews.go.ke/turkana-university-embarks-on-community-support-venture/
https://mg.co.za/education/2021-05-22-kaluke-mawila-the-university-campus-principal-who-leads-from-the-heart/
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 6. UCT News 

‘As much as education changes lives, lives should change education’ (South Africa) 

The impact of education on lives was an observation from University of Cape Town (UCT) Vice-Chancellor 

Professor Mamokgethi Phakeng at the relaunch of the Life Sciences Across the Globe (LSAG) seminar on 

Wednesday, 5 May. Professor Phakeng was one of the four speakers addressing attendees under the 

theme “Inclusion of Underrepresented Populations in Science”. Growing up poor in an underprivileged 

South African context, education was a way out for Phakeng; a way to rewrite her life’s trajectory. But the 

perception that education is a “solve-all” carries its own risk, she said. “To think of education as only 

changing lives is to assume three things about it: that it’s neutral, perfect and doesn’t need change [and] 

that education is benign, innocent, [only] positive and that education takes place in a static world.” 

Speaking to the theme and referencing the idea of non-traditional approaches, Phakeng explored some 

critical questions: “Why are we concerned about inclusion of underrepresented populations in STEM 

[science, technology, engineering and mathematics]? Are we going to continue doing what we’re doing 

forever? Is what we’re doing a sustainable solution to the problem? Does a solution exist?”. The VC said 

that the #MustFall student protests in 2015 and 2017 in South Africa, where students challenged the idea 

that their only option was to accept the existing education system as it was, left her interrogating 

“whether and how education changes lives”. “As much as education changes lives, lives should change 

education. And I’m not sure that we allow the lives [we are entrusted to educate] to change education.” 

Phakeng made the case that the protests called for a “complete rejection of the systemic, symbolic and 

intellectual worlds which [students said were] inhospitable. [Students] made a point that they do not feel 

at home in our universities; that they do not recognise themselves in what they must learn, the buildings, 

the artworks, the curriculum, or the people teaching and leading them. They demanded what they phrased 

‘the decolonization of higher education’.” The response from various tertiary institutions and government 

leadership was to consider the idea that lives can change education, resulting in various university 

departments across the country starting to rethink their curricula. “Education is political … [To] improve 

inclusion of underrepresented groups in STEM, we’ve got to start critiquing the quality of teaching and 

learning at university level. We’ve got to start critiquing what we teach, how we teach, and who teaches 

it. “In my current role as vice-chancellor, I often wonder whether there is a possibility that some students 

emerge as drop-outs from our universities because they are resisting or refusing to read the world the 

way they are being taught …  

Read more here 

7. ANGOP 

Government highlights higher education in diversifying economy (Angola) 

The Minister of State for Social Affairs, Carolina Cerqueira, said Thursday in Luanda that diversification of 

the national economy had a strong foundation in higher education, as it provided trained staff, as an 

effective way of generating human capital. Carolina Cerqueira, who was speaking at the opening of the 

7th Forum organized by the Association of Private Education Institutions of Angola (AIESPA), which is 

being held until Friday, 21, at the Jean Piaget University, stressed that higher education institutions should 

establish partnerships, preferably forming part of consortiums or networks, between universities and 

companies. "The role of managers of higher education institutions is fundamental for the preparation of 

strategic plans that engage their partners and all stakeholders, in order to contribute to economic 

https://www.news.uct.ac.za/article/-2021-05-21-as-much-as-education-changes-lives-lives-should-change-education
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 development and promoting the active participation of students in actions that grow social value," she 

said. For the Government minister, companies can conduct and redirect research and development 

towards new technologies and patents, develop new products and processes and improve the quality of 

their products. During the event, which takes place under the motto "University-Business Partnership, 

Perspectives and Reflections around the Change of the Academic Paradigm", themes such as "Integrated 

internships and adequacy of professional and academic curricula" and the "Role of research for scientific 

and technological innovation", among other subjects, will be debated. 

Read more here 

8. Ghana Web 

Central University Kumasi Law Faculty shut down by National Accreditation Board (Ghana) 

The Kumasi Law Faculty of the Central University College was closed down for operating without 

authorisation from NAB. Affected students for the 2020/2021 academic year are being sorted out by the 

university. The main campus of the Central University College remains a top tier accredited tertiary 

institution in the country. The National Accreditation Board has closed down the law faculty of Central 

University College in Kumasi. Mynewsgh.com reports that the Kumasi law faculty of the school was 

operating a Bachelor of Laws (LLB) programme without proper authorisation from the country’s 

accreditation board. According to the portal which did not state the number of affected students from 

the mishap, the development is being sorted out by the authorities of Central University College to avert 

any further issues for students enrolled on the 2020/2021 academic year. Meanwhile, the main campus 

of the school, located in Accra continues to operate as one of the top accredited private universities in 

the country with its own Charter. The National Accreditation Board has since communicated the reason 

for the closure of the Law Faculty of the Kumasi campus officially to the university. The National 

Accreditation Board is responsible for certifying public and private institutions as regards the contents 

and standards of programmes; determine the programmes and requirements for the proper operation of 

an institution and the maintenance of acceptable levels of academic or professional standards in the 

institution in consultation with that institution. Additionally, the NAB also decides the equivalences of 

diplomas, certificates and other qualifications awarded by institutions in the country or elsewhere; Publish 

as it considers appropriate the list of accredited public and private institutions and programmes at the 

beginning of each calendar year; Advise the President on the grant of a Charter to a private tertiary 

institution, and finally perform any other functions determined by the Minister for Education. 

Read more here 

9. University World News 

Go compare – The emerging threat to higher education (Global) 

Commodification is increasingly likely to be a word that universities need to recognise, understand and 

apply to their business planning as technology levels the playing field for international student 

recruitment. Investopedia tells us that it means ‘a basic good used in commerce that is interchangeable 

with other goods of the same type’. When you put it alongside Clayton Christensen’s ‘jobs to be done’ 

and the growing availability of university comparison or application sites, it’s easy to see emerging 

comparisons with the marketplace for car insurance. The point about the ‘jobs to be done’ approach is 

that it highlights that the purpose of buying a particular good or service is to ‘make progress in specific 

https://www.angop.ao/en/noticias/educacao/executivo-reconhece-papel-do-ensino-superior-na-diversificacao-da-economia/
https://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/NewsArchive/Central-University-Kumasi-Law-Faculty-shut-down-by-National-Accreditation-Board-1269100
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 circumstances. For most international students (and increasingly home students) the purpose of getting 

a degree is to get a job and to have decent career prospects. Higher education may want students to study 

for love of a subject, but the harsh reality for a generation that is poorer than its parents is that this does 

not seem to be leading to what they need. A 2013 report by Oliver Wyman shows that, in the United 

Kingdom, price comparison websites (PCWs) were securing 60% of new motor insurance policies after 

starting up just a decade before. It suggests that many people were content to make their purchasing 

decision in this way rather than studiously interrogate the terms and conditions of every company 

individually. There is no doubt that the ability to consider price alongside any other factors was vital in the 

rise of such sites. Moreover, the report found that the reality was that many of the insurance products 

were virtually indistinguishable. Choosing a university may not be exactly the same as choosing car 

insurance, but aggregator sites could present dozens of business and finance courses that all end with a 

degree from an institution. In the case of the UK these are accredited by the Quality Assurance Agency for 

Higher Education (QAA). The QAA Quality Mark or Review Graphic shows that the provider has “met or 

exceeded the UK expectations for quality and standards in their QAA review”. In principle, every UK 

university with this seal of approval has degrees with equal status, but they offer them at significantly 

different prices. The great and the good of higher education may be shaking their heads at this and 

thinking of Lord Darlington’s quote from Oscar Wilde’s Lady Windemere’s Fan about ‘a man who knows 

the price of everything and the value of nothing’. But, in a situation where the customer has access to 

alternatives at the touch of a button, they have the means to determine the price they are willing to pay 

for the outcome they want. Lord Darlington’s remark was about the nature of a cynic and it is arguable 

that young people are increasingly sceptical about the value of higher education. Institutions will 

undoubtedly look for ways of distinguishing themselves, but there are very few that have the financial 

muscle or marketing wit to be able to do so on a global scale.  

Read more here 

10. Nyasa Times 

Exploits University Partners Miss Culture Malawi to Empower Young Women Education (Malawi) 

Exploits University has joined forces with organisers of the Africa Fashion and Arts Festival (AFAF), Lush 

Africa through an academic scholarship sponsorship for the top two winners of the Miss Culture Malawi 

2021. The Miss Culture Malawi beauty pageant grand finale is slated for Amaryllis Hotel on June 26 in 

Blantyre, Malawi’s commercial capital. The event will select Malawi’s representative to the global event 

that Miss Culture International will be hosting in South Africa, later in September this year. In response to 

how Lush Africa managed to pull off this educational coup d’état, Lush Africa Director and Miss Culture 

International CEO, Lorraine Kljajic said: “One of our key thematic objectives is to empower the girl child 

in Malawi through education so that she can reach the highest echelon of achievement that her naturally 

endowed talents can allow her to.” The two scholarships, one for the first year of a 4-year Bachelor’s 

degree in Management studies, and the other for a full 2-year Diploma in Community Development Social 

Studies are strategically chosen as prizes for the top two winners. “The idea is to award prizes that keep 

on giving. Management studies will equip the recipient with skills she can use in employment or business 

in future to create more value for herself. Similarly, the Community Development studies will empower 

the recipient with the requisite skills to serve her community successfully,” maintained Lorraine. 

Responding to why Exploits University decided to contribute in this manner to Miss Culture International, 

https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20210517102802250
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 University Chancellor Dr Desmond Bikoko narrated: “We can never have too many educated women in 

our young democracy. Their time has come to take their rightful places in business, professional careers 

and to serve their communities. “This is what we are about as an institution of higher learning. We are 

here to ensure Malawi continues to produce quality talent that will help the country develop further and 

faster.” According to Bikoko, this is just a start, as far as Exploits University partnership with Lush Africa 

and Miss Culture Malawi is concerned. “There will be more to come as we move forward. There can never 

be modern culture, without education. We want our winners to become lifelong ambassadors of cultural 

and academic knowledge for the nation and their generation,” Lorraine agreed with Dr Bikoko. “We 

already have the 13 finalists from all corners of Malawi from whom we will select the Malawian 

representative. They are beautiful, intelligent and oozing Malawian cultural knowledge, “Lorraine added. 

Read more here 

11. Daily Monitor 

Policeman slashes his way to PhD (Uganda) 

Mr. Fredrick Ssegirinya, a police officer who used to slash people’s compounds to raise school fees, has 

attained a doctoral degree at Makerere University. Mr. Ssegirinya, who graduated last Wednesday with a 

PhD in Curriculum, told Daily Monitor that it has not been an easy journey for him. According to Dr 

Ssegirinya, he was a school dependant right from Primary Three where he could work at school and 

people’s homes in exchange for fees. “I used to slash school compounds and do other jobs to raise school 

fees. I could also fetch water and firewood for various reverends, and cut grass for people laying bricks to 

get extra money throughout my primary education,” he said. Dr Ssegirinya joins other four officers with 

PhDs in Uganda Police. They are Dr John Kamya, the commissioner for human rights, who is currently 

heading the National Police College; Dr Francis Okello, an assistant commissioner of police; Dr Joseph 

Tukei Okwandi, the chief investigator in counterterrorism; and Dr Ian Karusigarira, who holds a PhD in 

humanities. Dr Ssegirinya said he completed Primary Seven from St Muganga Primary School in Nkozi, 

Mpigi District, where he attained a first grade before joining St Mary’s Secondary School in the same area 

for both Ordinary and Advanced levels. He said at this level, a Good Samaritan, Mr. Joseph Mpoza, paid 

his school fees but this did not stop him from continuing with his work at school since he was still a school 

dependant. Dr Ssegirinya said he attained 17 points at Senior Six and got a government scholarship to 

study Bachelor of Education at Makerere University. He said after his graduation, he joined police at the 

level of a cadet. “After joining the police, I did not give up studying, so I went back for a Master’s Degree 

in Education at Ndejje University,” he said. Dr Ssegirinya said in 2014, he enrolled for the PhD with the 

purpose of adding value to police training. “At this level, the burden of raising school fees was not much 

because I was able to attain several loans, which I am still paying back. Police sponsored my research 

though,” Dr Ssegirinya said. He said he plans to use the knowledge he has attained to review the 

curriculum of police to suit the needs of society without compromising the Force’s work. Dr Ssegirinya 

said besides being a police officer, he grows mangoes on a large scale. He advised his colleagues to always 

go back to school to further their studies and also own side businesses to supplement their 

salary.  “Enterprise selection also matters given the nature of our job,” Dr Ssegirinya said. He has 

previously served as the district police commander for Adjumani and Kaboong districts, and as officer-in-

charge (OC) of station in Gulu and Apac. He has also served as acting commissioner for curriculum and 

https://www.nyasatimes.com/exploits-university-partners-miss-culture-malawi-to-empower-young-women-education/
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 doctrine development in police, regional police commander for West Nile and acting commissioner for 

training, planning and quality control. 

Read more here 

12. University World News 

Skilling for the future is the way to fight inequality (Global) 

The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the growing inequality between rich and poor, but that inequality 

is set to grow unless we address how to reduce poverty by preparing people for the changing world of 

work, a discussion led by five Nobel Prize winners was told. The Nobel Prize Dialogue took place on 18 

May hosted by the University of Pretoria, South Africa. Five Nobel Prize laureates in economics, peace and 

physics, other world-leading scientists, policy-makers and thought leaders came together to talk about 

the future of work, for which the University World News Africa edition was the media partner. The 

dialogue kicked off with Muhammad Yunus (Nobel Peace Prize winner, 2006) introducing the ‘impact of 

COVID-19’ panel by highlighting growing inequality between the African poor and the wealthy West. On 

the one hand, he said, many Africans have seen their daily income slip from US$5.50 to perhaps US$4.50 

over the last year, while ‘people at the top’ have seen a huge increase in their wealth. Christopher 

Pissarides (Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences, 2010) expanded on this point by identifying two other signs 

of increasing inequality: that of people who have to work in contact with others and therefore are at great 

risk of catching the virus, and those who can avoid this risk and reduce their costs by meeting online. 

“These inequalities are likely to remain,” he argued, “but rather than just look at the difference between 

rich and poor, we need to focus on reducing poverty, because that is what is really important.” Irma Eloff, 

former dean of the faculty of education at the University of Pretoria, picked up on another aspect of 

inequality caused by the pandemic, specifically that of the varying impact on different age groups. 

“Reports show that older people are both more productive and happier,” she said. Part of the reason for 

this is that they now define themselves less in terms of their career and more in relation to their hobbies. 

Lebone Nkhumeleni, lecturer at the University of Pretoria’s department of business management, argued 

that the pandemic has seen business models change. By 2025 50% of the workforce are going to be 

millennials and they prefer flexibility, innovation and contracting out their services to organisations that 

matter to them most. In this sense businesses will need to “reconfigure purposefulness in work”, she said. 

Nonetheless, the panel had more hopes than fears regarding the future of work post-pandemic, with the 

general consensus being to invest in people, particularly those ‘at the bottom of the labour market’.   

Read more here 
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